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Welcome to our first publication of IN-TOUCH!
We are excited to launch our coaching newsletter which will hopefully
inform and inspire you monthly with all the current trends in the game
of soccer on the state, regional and national level. CSA has taken the
liberty of signing you up for this newsletter because of your role as a
coach or referee with in the state of Colorado. Whether you are
working at the recreational or the competitive level there will be
something for you every month. It’s the New Year, a time for new
dreams and goals as well as renewed energy to get things done for the
up and coming season. This month’s newsletter is all about what’s new.
From all of us at CSA we look forward to working with you on and off
the field.

Nate Shotts - Chief Executive Officer
Mike Freitage - Director of Coaching

Bill Stara - Director of Coaching Grassroots
Esse Baharmast - Director of Referees

Chief Executive Director Nate Shotts
Great Year Ahead!
Welcome to the first edition of IN-TOUCH, CSA’s Coaching Newsletter that will keep you in
touch with all coaching and referee trends. I am so excited for another season ahead of us and I
do hope, of course, that the weather will cooperate as we get started. What a great sight to go to
the fields and see so many of our youth out playing and enjoying this beautiful game. Even the
sight of so many new young referees out giving themselves to the game and the enjoyment they
receive. It is our responsibility as the leaders of this state to make sure we are creating that
environment that is fun and safe for our youth.
CSA has a great staff that will bring you the latest ideas and keep you up to date on the current
trends that are going on across our soccer nation. Our continued focus is on growing and
retaining our grassroots players which means providing coaching education, player development
and most important, parent education. We will work to provide the most up to date resources and
staffing to assist all our clubs and members to make this happen.
So proud to have such a great staff working to make all of this happen. As you read each of their
articles it will be very clear their passion and love for the game. My challenge to each of you
coaches and referees as we begin this next season, remember your youth and what you loved
about participating in organized sports and bring that joy to the game. It is our goal to build
within each one of these players the drive to become the best they can be and always have the
passion to play the game until at which time, it is their own decision to no longer play.
I once wrote a story on my niece who first signed up to play when she was four years old. I went
with her dad to pick up her shirt, socks and shorts for her game which happened to be the next
day. She was so excited that she wore her uniform to bed and there was no changing her mind. In
fact, it was very hard for her folks to keep her cleats off since she wanted to wear those to bead
as well so she would be ready for her game the next day. The joy that you saw in her was
something I will never forget, and I always keep that thought in my mind when I still work with
players. I am so happy to say that Kat is still playing and enjoying the game.
I wish you all well and remember to take the passion to the field, whether as a coach, player or
referee and let’s grow this game we love so much her in Colorado!

Nate Shotts - CEO

January 26-28, 2018
Denver Marriott Tech Center
4900 S Syracuse St, Denver, CO 80237
For more information please go to
www.coloradosoccer.org

Director of Coaching Mike Freitag
Team Communication - Say What to Who?
By
Mike Freitag
CSA Director of Coaching
In the game of soccer there are a number of skills that at player must develop – finishing,
passing, defending… However there is one skill that stands out in today’s game that is really
lacking. As simple as it is today’s player neglect to use it and that is communication. The simple
task of disseminating information to teammates seems to be difficult for today’s players.
It may be that players are not confident enough to instruct a teammate. It may be that players
don’t like to be directed. Or perhaps it is that the players do not know what to say or who to tell
it to.
Often I listen to coaches in their pre and halftime talks pleading with their players to talk on the
field. These days our youth correspond mainly with their fingertips by texting. We need them to
communicate on the field but unfortunately they can’t take their cell phones on the field with
them. However, I think the problem is deeper than that. I do not think our players know what
to say and to whom to say it.
The following is a breakdown by position of who the players should be talking to during the
game and what they should be addressing.
Let me start off by saying we talk too much on the wrong side of the ball. Too often the only
talk I hear in a game is players asking for the ball when their team is in possession. I believe we
talk too much offensively. It is my belief that communication offensively is mainly done by the
eyes and body language. Talking offensively gives away one’s intentions.
However, defensively communication is a must. It coordinates a team’s actions. Players’
thoughts and actions defensively have to be in sync. Often it is done in small groups or pairs.
Below I am going to give you some idea of the communication responsibilities for each position.
I am going to use the numbering system from US Soccer to explain which players I am referring
to. If you are unfamiliar with the numbering system here you go:
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#1 goalkeeper – The goalkeeper perhaps is the player that needs to talk the most. They are

responsible for organizing the troops in front of them. Some of the best goalkeepers hardly
make a save because they use their mouths. They need to hold the players in front of them
accountable, especially of their defensive responsibilities.
Who? – There main communication is to 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 but they also need to direct all players
about their roles on set pieces (corner kicks, free kicks). Too much talk, cheerleading, can make
their important directives go unheard as they can be blocked out by teammates During the run
of play they need to be a constant ‘mother hen’ to the back line in front of them. So they
should be in constant communication with players 2,3,4,5.
What? – Talk to the back line to push up, to drop, to shift, or make them aware of open
opponents. They need to make sure players are in the correct position on defensive corners
and free kicks. Keepers should also make teammates aware that they are a passing option. They
definitely need to let their teammates aware of when they come for the ball. Common words
uttered by goalkeepers are “out”, “clear”, and “keeper”.
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#4 and #5 center backs – Center backs much like the goalkeeper should talk a lot in a game
because they are behind the team and have a good view of everything. They should organize
the players in front of them and hold them accountable for their defensive responsibilities.
Who? – The most important communication is between themselves. They must also
communicate with the midfielders in front of them #6, #8, and #10 as well as the wide back
they are playing alongside.
What? – Similar to the goalkeeper they need to organize and hold player in front of them and
around them accountable for their defensive responsibilities and shape. Between the two of
them they need to know who is shutting down the ball and who is giving cover. They must call
their name when attacking a head ball. They need to instruct fellow defenders on which way to
force defenders – “left” or “right” when giving cover. When passing the ball forward they
should connect a message with the pass such as “man on” or “turn”. They need to make
teammates aware of open opponents. They must communicate with fellow back line players
when they pass on a player to mark. They may need to instruct teammates up when pulling an
off sides trap.
#2 and #3 outside backs – From their wide positions the outside backs give information to the
players in front and around them. When a ball is on the far side from their position they almost
act as a sweeper behind the team instructing the players in front of them and protecting the
weak side with directions.
Who? – They will mainly communicate with the wide forward in front of the #7 or #11. They
will give them info to help them defensively. Communication with the near center back #4 or #5
and the central midfielders #6 and #8 is also vital.
What? – They need to tell the wide forward when to pressure the opponents outside back or
when to drop. Tell players in front of them where opponents are. From their position they need
to make center backs aware of diagonal runs from wide opponents. Offensively they need to
make teammates aware when they or open wide or are overlapping.
#6 defensive midfielder – This has become one of the most important players within a team.
This position in a lot of ways has become the director. Besides being the player on the ball a lot
they must direct the midfield and frontrunners in their offensive and defensive play. Talk from
this central position is important in pulling the teams play together.
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Who? – The #6 needs to communicate with everyone since they are all around him. He is the link
between the offense and defense and involved in both. Just as he will get instruction from behind - #4
and #5, he needs to be the eyes for his fellow midfielders #8 and # 10 and the forward line #11, #9, and
# 7. He at times dictates whether the team should high pressure or drop off. Probably his biggest job is
holding attacking players in front of him accountable to their defensive responsibilities.
#7 and #11 wide forwards – Communication in this position may be more on being focused to listen
than talk. They need to be conscious of what is being said to them from players behind, mainly #2 and
#3. They should have discussions with players around them on what kind of balls they want and
synchronizing movements.
Who? Must listen to players behind to help with defense. Should have discussions in games and in
practice to get on the same page on movement, likes, and tendencies to be better coordinated
offensively. These will most likely be #9, #10, #8, #6 and whoever is on their side #2 or #3.
#8, #10, and #9 – I am going to group these three positions together as I feel their voice communication
is not as important as their body language and visual cues. That is not to say that they may occasionally
need to give a shout for the ball. What is important for these positions is to become close and talk about
situations so that they are on the same page to achieve success.
Who? – Again this triangle of attacking players needs to talk to each as well as sorting things out with
the wide players #7, #11, #2, and # 3. They need to be on the same wavelength and let the providers
aware of their tendencies and the type of services they like. This attacking communication is perhaps
the hardest to achieve because most of the time it must be done without talk. It is done by body
language or ESP. The real talk should be done in practice so that they can read each other in the games
without words.
Players’ communication on the field must be positive. The instructions we have already addressed but
there are times that you must lift the team with your words and also hold players accountable. This
requires keeping your emotions in check and offering positive comments to help the cause. It may also
require a positive filter to hear what is intended to be said. Unfortunately it always doesn’t sound
positive

In closing the bottom line is that communication on the field is vital to a team’s success. Players
need to develop communications skills and coaches need to encourage it and teach it.
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Good Practices for a Good Practice
By
Mike Freitag
CSA Director of Coaching
The following is a culmination of practices that will make your training more
efficient, productive, safe, and effective. Some address organization while
others are methods that have been found to be useful. These
recommendations will be presented in three categories – Safety,
Organization, and Methods.
Safety
• Inspect field to make sure it is safe to play on. Look for holes, glass,
and other dangerous items
• Make sure that goals are safely secured. If not do not use. Wind gust
can occur at a moment’s notice and can blow the goals over.
• Make sure parents and players bring the proper clothing so they are
ready for the ever changing temperatures and weather in Colorado.
• As a coach you should have a First Aid Kit available at your trainings.
• Players should apply sunscreen but in case they forget you should
have some available.
• Remind players to bring water or a sports drink to training. Hydration
must be addressed.
• Be aware of player’s injuries and illnesses.
• Be aware of concussion protocol.
• Have your cell phone handy and call 911 in case of emergency.
• Have weather app for your cell phone which will make you aware of
lightning in the area.
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Organization
• Get to practice early and set up field so that you can flow from one
activity to another without wasting precious practice time.
• Use different colored cones to distinguish areas so that it is easy to
for players to understand, if you have them.
• Use different colored vests for different teams to paint an easy picture
for players to understand, if you have them.
• Balls should be properly inflated prior to the start of practice.
• Coaches should have a well thought out practice plan and have notes
available to refer to content and coaching points.
• Coaches should pay attention to their position during activities so that
they can see what is going on and to avoid getting in the way.
• Pay attention to size of the activities space and make sure it is
appropriate to meet the desired results.
• Have extra balls organized and readily available.
• Find apps that will help you with team communication.
Methods
• Greet every player upon their arrival at training. This gesture makes
the players feel welcome and a part of the team.
• Thank every player with a handshake at the end of practice for their
efforts that day.
• Show and Go. Explain activity and get into it. Too much talk and you
will lose your players attention.
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• When talking to players do not have them looking into the sun.
• Plan an economical warm up. One that gets a player ready mentally
and physically as well as addresses technical development.
• Make sure everyone is aware of how balls will be put back into play
with each activity.
• As a coach do not talk too much. Try to sustain a flow to your training.
Choose the right time to make coaching points and make them clear
and concise.
• Be positive. Don’t always address mistakes. At times you can get
your coaching point across by praising a job well done.
• Utilize assistants to their fullest if you have any. You don’t need to do
everything.
• Plan training workload in conjunction with game schedule. Taper
when necessary.
• Utilize activities that get players involved not sitting out.
• Make training fun!
Lastly, I hope these recommendations are useful and improve your team’s
training. However the most important aspects of your training will be your
preparation of the content and your ability to teach. Good luck to you and
your players.
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DEFINING GRASSROOTS
As the name implies, Grassroots soccer is primary the foundation upon which all soccer originates. Grassroots or
Recreational soccer are soccer programs that are primarily devoted to the enjoyment and the development of
soccer players without the emphasis on travel or high-level competition. The purpose of grassroots programs is to
provide an opportunity for the participants to have fun, learn the sport
and develop life skills as well as life-long love of the game. Individual players all
play for different reasons, but a successful grassroots or recreational soccer
program must effectively encompass all three major elements of fun, healthy
exercise, and learning. Grassroots players and coaches may continue with the
emphasis on fun and enjoyment of the sport, or become more competitive at
future times as individual skills are developed.
This section of the newsletter will explore different aspects of Grassroots soccer
and provide coaches and players with resources to enhance their experiences in the game. There will be coaching
and parent articles ranging from player development to what to look for in choosing a club. The Coaching
Education section of the newsletter will post training sessions which are age specific along with coaching manuals
to assist coaches. The Player’s Locker Room will be a place for videos, games, contest, articles and puzzles for kids
of all ages. If you have an idea for future subject matter, please feel free to contact me at
bstara@coloradosoccer.org for future topic suggestions.
COACH WELLNESS
Coaches spend the entire season striving to provide their players and team with a healthy and enjoyable
experience sometimes at the cost of their own well-being while serving the team, players and their families can be
a physically and emotionally exhausting. After the season, many coaches experience health issues and emotional
exhaustion while still dealing with their own family unit. The off season should not only be a time for the players to
regenerate, but for the coach to regenerate and reconnect with their families. Below are five simple strategies to
restore their energy gauge.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Get back to a normal routine and try to get 6 to 8 hours of sleep each night.
Set aside at least 30 to 60 minutes a day to exercise.
Get back on schedule with 3 meals a day. (One of which is with the family.)
Plan a family outing at least once a week.
Connect with a support group.

Quality coaching requires emotional and physical wellness. For more information about Coaching Wellness go to
the United States Olympic Committee’s handbook called Quality Coaching Framework by clicking the Wellness
Apple.
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READY, SET, GO………………………………
The off season is the time for everyone to start preparing
for the next season; however, filling everyone’s personal
energy tank including yours should be the top priority.
Don’t get caught up in the vicious cycle that you and the
team must participate in every off-season program being
offered to keep up. Choose quality over quantity. Here are
some tips to get you started in preparation for the season:
1.

Check in with your players periodically during the
off season.

2.

Remind them of registration deadlines for the up
and coming season.

3.

Encourage players to be active during the off
months. (Physical fitness is a key to good health.
Try other sports: basketball, skiing, hockey,
volleyball, wrestling, skating, bowling, swimming,
futsal, etc. Remember if you make soccer FUN,
they we all return for the next season.)

4.

Provide the players with challenges and bench
marks (Beat your Best) that they can work on
during the off season like juggling or new moves.
(Click on the pictures below for videos to help your
players during the off season.)

Juggling

Fakes

Moves

5.

Attend a clinic or workshop for new ideas.
Collaborate with other coaches in the age group.
(Don’t fall into the same old routine. Stay up to
date and progressive with your training ideas. Kids
like to be challenged and like to solve problems.

6.

Map out your practice schedule for the season.
(Check with your club to see if they have a
curriculum or matrix they want you to follow for
the age group.)
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SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT: DRILLS OR ACTIVITIES

The more a person explores the craft of coaching the better the understanding
they have when it comes to the differences between “Drills and Activities”. Drills
are generally an absence of thought. An individual repeats the same movement of
patterns exactly the same way each time. This approach with regard to youth
soccer has several limitations. During a soccer game the environment is
constantly changing, therefore activities must also reflect this ever-changing
environment. Children are drawn to games and activities because they more
challenging and FUN. The activity approach to coaching creates an environment
that allows technique, tactics, fitness and creativity to develop in harmony. Below
is a chart comparing the two:

Drills

vs.

Activities

Static
Regimented
Lines
Boring
No thought
Age Inappropriate

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

Dynamic
Liberated
Free movement
Fun
Decision making
Age appropriate

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT: ARE YOU A DRILLS ADDICT?
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Drills are the drugs of coaching,
from a recovering drill addict!
8 Jul 2017 by Anonymous

Unopposed drills are the drugs of
coaching......a lot of coaches are
addicted to them...they are like
alcoholics or maybe 'drillaholics'...they just can't get away
from the lure of the drill. Deep
down, they know that the drill is not
doing their athletes any good but
they keep getting called back to
them...it makes them feel better...it
offers warm relief...it is safe...they
can feel good about themselves.
Why are they so addicted to drills? If you ask a 'drill-aholic' why they use
them then they will say the following
•
•
•
•

Drills give lots of repetitions
Drills let participants gain a feeling of success and build confidence
Drills allow for movements to be embedded into 'muscle memory'
Drills are the grounding for techniques that can used in games.

But if they are really honest with themselves...they would probably have to
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admit that the real reason they like drills is because:
• They are structured and organized.
• It makes the parents think that the
coach knows what they are doing
• They love creating them and working out the
movement and the choreography.
• It's comfortable and easy
• It's what they have always done.
I know this because...I was one of them...I was
one of the biggest drill addicts out there!
At the end of a session that involved a load of drills, I would feel that I
had delivered a good session. Parents were smiling at me, the kids
had moved around a lot, they even have got better at the drill itself and
were pretty pleased with themselves.
Everyone was feeling pretty good about the
situation...everyone was happy...everyone
was on a high. I got that euphoric 'hit' of
dopamine and the feel-good factor that I
had done my job...I have delivered a session...I
am a good coach...Happy customers and happy
coach...what's not to like? But I was deluding
myself.... worse, I was poisoning myself! Just like alcohol or drugs ...if they
are used too much, they become toxic.
They destroyed my coaching creativity, they killed my ability to think
critically, innovate and improve...drills are numbing...they dull the
senses...they reduce the user to a limited version of themselves. I had box
files full of drills that I had painstakingly drawn out and described. I would
have my favorites and would go to them time and again. It was tried and
tested, it worked...
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Except it didn't... If the players couldn't perform the drill I
would get frustrated at their lack of application or lack of
attention to detail. If they weren't focused or engaged by
the activity I would demand better application. It
wasn't the drill was boring, it was their lack of application
and it was my job to get them to apply themselves. My
addiction made me behave in ways that disconnected me from the
participants...I lost sight of what they wanted or needed and focused on
designing even more elaborate and well-crafted drills. The more
complicated the better.
If it only impacted me then that would be one thing, the parents, they were
just as addicted. They wanted to see structure order, it needed to be neat
and tidy...they couldn't abide chaos...disorder...untidiness.
A coach that doesn't have lots of cones and players running around them
or from cone to cone doesn't know what they are doing, right?
If the players aren't doing lots of neat and tidy moves and repeating them
over and over again then they aren't getting enough practice time, they
need to get their 10,000 hours, right?
Wrong and wrong again!
Drills are not very useful as a means to help people learn and develop.
Essentially a drill is a rehearsal of a movement pattern, this is fine if the
activity that you are undertaking is just about rehearsing and repeating a
movement pattern and there isn't an opponent trying to stop you from
performing that movement pattern. If we won games of football or netball
by a panel of judges deciding which team had the best-looking running
patterns or passing moves then drills would be great... If we won games of
tennis or badminton by having the most visually appealing shots then drills
could work just fine...If we did any sport in a sterile environment with no
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variables from the environment then a drill could be just the ticket.
But we don't...We succeed in sports by finding ways to overcome an
opponent that is trying to stop you from achieving your goal. That opponent
moves...they react to you...they have ways of stopping you from
scoring...they are unpredictable...they don't stand still... Even in sports
where there isn't a direct opponent there are people trying to distract you,
there is the crowd, there is the pressure of expectation, there is weather,
there are variations in surface, equipment, space...Our interaction with the
elements around us are critical to the
development of skill.
Trying to learn how to play a sport in isolation of
these variables is like learning to drive by sitting
in a car and operating the pedals and turning the
steering wheel without seeing the road in front
and having to avoid other road users. It's quite
easy to spot a player that has been coached by a
drill-aholic. They are the ones who 'do a move'
whether it the right time to do the move or not.
They will keep doing it until they get some success and that will validate the
move in their minds. They are the ones that will keep doing this move
regardless of whether it works or not. They don't seem to learn a different
way even when they aren't getting success. This is a phenomenon
that Abraham Kaplan famously called 'the law of the instrument' which he
formulated as..."Give a small boy a hammer, and he will find that everything
he encounters needs pounding." This was later amended by Abraham
Maslow who famously said... "I suppose it is tempting, if the only tool you
have is a hammer, to treat everything as if it were a nail". If you present a
player that has been coached by a 'drill-aholic' with a problem that
challenges their abilities, they will not be able to come up with a way to
solve the problem. They say things like..."what do I do in this situation?"...
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"how do I do it?" They want you to give them the answers. In a match or
competition environment they look for the coach to tell them what to do.
Under pressure they 'revert to type' and do things that they may have been
explicitly instructed otherwise. A player that can't adapt and can't think for
themselves is not going to go very far in the cut throat world of elite
sport. From a talent development perspective, we are in the business of
maximizing potential and developing the attributes and qualities that are
going to give the young people the best opportunity to succeed. Treating
kids like robots and asking them to perform in a robotic way in the belief
that this will help them in the future is at best misguided at worst it is
horrifically negligent.
We need to be using methodologies that place the player at the center of
the decision-making process and help players to adapt. As the brilliant guys
at myfastestmile recently said... "we believe people are not machines…so,
we take an ecological approach…and resist the urge to employ the
reductionary.... methods and production line processes of the industrial
age". So, we need to move away from drills because they are part of a
development approach that attempts to mechanize the development of
people. Adopting this methodology hemorrhages our humanity with every
repetition. Just like the alcohol awareness campaign 'Drink Aware' I think
we should have something similar in coaching...'Drill Aware'!
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Grassroots Coaching
Colorado

Clinic

Free

GRASSROOTS
CLINIC
Come join CSA on March 10th
for a free Grassroots Clinic.
Grassroots 101 will focus on
the 6U to 7U age groups
providing coaches with FUN
activities to introduce kids to
the game of soccer. The
Grassroots 102 session will
focus on teaching the technical
side of the game to the 8U-10
age groups. Come join the
FUN on March 10th.
Grassroots 101
Check in
Clinic

8:30
9-10:15am

Grassroots 102
Check in
Clinic

10:15am
10:30-Noon

Location: University of Denver
Turf field.
To register “Click Here”
Mark your calendar for
March 10th, 2018
Questions contact Bill Stara at
the following email:
bstara@coloradosoccer.org

Coaching Education

U.S. SOCCER COACHING EDUCATION DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCES
GRASSROOTS PATHWAY INITIATIVE
Eight New Grassroots Licensing Courses Will Focus on Coaching Fundamentals
with Respect to U.S. Soccer's Player Development Initiatives
CHICAGO (Dec. 20, 2017) - U.S. Soccer has announced eight (8) new
grassroots level coaching courses to be introduced in early 2018. These courses
will be focused empowering coaches through experiential learning and a playercentered approach. The course options will relate directly to small-sided games
and the respective age-groups outlined in the Player Development Initiatives.
The new Grassroots Licensing Courses will consist of four (4) in-person
experiences and four (4) online experiences. Prospective coaches will have the
option to engage in any of these new courses - in any sequence - after
completing a free introductory module provided by U.S. Soccer.
"This new, a-la-carte approach is meant to empower grassroots coaches to
access education - relevant to their needs and specific coaching environment immediately through these new low barrier opportunities," said Frank Tschan,
Director of Coaching Administration.
In addition to the eight (8) new opportunities, the D course has also been
updated in accordance with the revamped approach at the grassroots level.
"Over the last 12-months, U.S. Soccer has worked with its members to organize,
study and pilot these new opportunities. This has been an immense project
initiated by the Federation and its importance cannot be understated. The game
is founded at the grassroots level; these courses will help ensure fun, enjoyable
and developmentally appropriate environments."
Concurrently with the rollout of the new courses, the current F and E courses will
transition out of the U.S. Soccer Coaching Pathway. These licenses will still be
recognized by U.S. Soccer and both certifications remain relevant as a means to
advance within the pathway. As demonstrated in the past, member organizations
will be empowered to organize and host the in-person grassroots courses and
the updated D course on behalf of U.S. Soccer. More specific information on the
newly formatted grassroots courses, including format and scheduling, will be
released in early 2018.

"To continue to improve the state of soccer in the United States, we must
continue to improve the players in our country. This begins with our coaches and
there is not a larger or more impactful group than our coaches at the grassroots
level," said Director of Coaching Education, Nico Romeijn. "These new
introductory courses will provide a supportive approach to teaching and coaching
players at 4v4, 7v7, 9v9 and 11v11. Whether you are the unfamiliar parent
volunteer, the transitioning player or a veteran coach, you should be able to walk
away from these courses with more knowledge and a better understanding of
how to effectively develop your players."

Colorado host its first C license under
US Soccer’s new Pathway
This past summer Colorado Soccer Association (CSA) hosted a US
Soccer C license course at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park. The C course
is designed to lead coaches through a three- month educational
journey where they become equipped with the right tools to help
develop players and teams who are 13 years of age and older. Thirtysix coaches started their journey in July and finished the course in
October.

Here is what some of candidates had to say:
“The program was first class – exceeded my
expectations, very well structured, challenging
(mentally and physically!) and incredibly useful.”
“I learned a lot about myself and ways to approach
coaching in general, and gained some
confirmation on where I can still improve more.”
“I like the fact it touched on some more abstract
aspects of coaching as well such as leading the
team and the player and character development,
etc.”
For more information about coaching education please check the CSA
website under “Coaching Education”

Director of Referees, Esse Baharmast
ESSE
BAHARMAST:
IT’S ALL
ABOUT THE
PLAYERS
ESSE
BAHARMAST WAS
THE FIRST
AMERICAN TO
REFEREE MORE
THAN ONE FIFA WORLD CUP GAME. HE TOOK
TIME OUT FROM HIS DUTIES AT THE 2018
NATIONAL REFEREE CAMP TO TALK TO
USSOCCER.COM ABOUT SOME OF HIS FAVORITE
TOPICS. UP FOR DISCUSSION WERE HIS FIRMLY
HELD BELIEF THAT SOCCER IS “ALL ABOUT THE
PLAYERS,” WHY “YOU HAVE TO KNOW WHEN TO
WALK AWAY FROM AN ANGRY PLAYER,” AND
THAT CALL IN THE 1998 WORLD CUP GAME
BETWEEN NORWAY AND BRAZIL WHEN HE “SAW
SOMETHING 16 CAMERAS MISSED.”
by Jonah Fontela on Dec 17, 2017

Click here to read the entire story

We want to
hear what you
think.

Click the survey button below to take the survey

Stand out from the crowd
Advertise with “IN-TOUCH”

“IN-TOUCH” is a monthly newsletter that reaches over
6,000 coaches and referees combined state wide.
For more information about advertisement pricing
contact Bill Stara: bstara@coloradosoocer.org
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